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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a microproces-
sor which is capable of changing or adjusting data-width
according to data-width of external memories to be
accessed during memory access operation.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] It is required to adjust a data-width difference
between a microprocessor and external memories
when a microcomputer system is designed.
[0003] We will explain below a conventional data-
width adjustment technique which is commonly used in
a conventional microprocessor system and a problem
included in this conventional technique.
[0004] For example, a conventional microprocessor
system consists of a microprocessor having 32 bit bus-
width, a ROM of 8 bit bus-width for storing a program
including instructions, and 4 RAMs, each having 8 bit
bus-width, for temporarily storing data.
[0005] If the microprocessor has no function for
adjusting data-width, as shown in Fig.1, in order to over-
come such drawback there is a conventional method to
adjust data-width difference in which the 32 bit data bus
102 of MPU 101 is connected with a 8 bit ROM 103
through a bus-width conversion circuit 104 . We will
explain below this method and this technique and a
problem included in this conventional method.
[0006] As shown in Fig.2, when a microprocessor sys-
tem does not include the bus-width conversion circuit
104 shown in Fig.1, there is a method for adjusting the
bus-width difference in which the total number of bit-
width of ROMs 103 is 32 bits because the total number
of the ROMs 103 is four (8 bits×4=32 bits). Thus, the 32
bit data bus 102 may be connected directly to the ROMs
102 in the microprocessor system.
[0007] In the conventional method shown in Fig.1, it
must be required to add the bus-width conversion circuit
104 in the microprocessor system, on the other hand,
the conventional method shown in Fig.2, the extra three
ROMs are further required to the microprocessor sys-
tem in addition to the ROM 103 in the conventional
method shown in Fig.1. Therefore the configuration of
the microprocessor system becomes larger and the
cost of the microprocessor system increases.
[0008] On the other hand, there is a conventional
microprocessor which is capable of fixedly changing the
data-width of a data bus based on external signals. In a
microprocessor system including such the microproces-
sor, as shown in Fig.3, according to the external signal
such as 8 bit bus-width indication signal the bus-width of
the data bus 105 is set in 8 bits, then four RAMs 106 are
connected in parallel to the data bus 105.
[0009] However, although the microcomputer system
uses these four RAMs 106, the data-width of the ROMs

106 becomes 8 bits in the conventional method
described above. In this case, when comparing with the
configurations of the microprocessor systems shown in
Figs.1 and 2, the bit-width of data is decreased, so that
the operational performance of the microprocessor sys-
tem is decreased because the processing function
thereof is decreased.

[0010] There is a microprocessor having a configura-
tion to overcome the problems described above. This
function of the microprocessor is called as "dynamic bus
sizing function". In the dynamic bus sizing function, the
microprocessor inputs bus-width indication signals per
bus cycle in order to repeatedly perform a bus cycle
operation for requiring. This function is introduced in
many kinds of conventional microprocessors, for exam-
ple MC68020 manufactured by MOTOROLA corpora-
tion.
[0011] In this dynamic bus sizing function, the bit-
width of external memories to be accessed in each bus
cycle is recognized because it must be required to input
the bus-width indication signals per bus cycle. For this
reason, as shown in Fig.4, a microprocessor system
including a MPU 107 having the dynamic bus sizing
function must have a circuit 109 which is generates a
bus-width indication signal corresponding to a data-
width of an external memory which is recognized for
accessing after decoding an address signal transferred
to an address bus 108 in the MPU 107.
[0012] In the microprocessor system, the bus-width
indication signals generated from this circuit 109 is
transferred to MPU 107 per bus cycle.
[0013] However, in the microprocessor system includ-
ing the microprocessor 107 having the dynamic bus siz-
ing function, as shown in Fig.5, the bus-width indication
signals are generated by an address driver 112 for
transferring address signals output from the MPU 110 to
a memory 111, an address decoder 113 for decoding
the output from the address driver 112 and then gener-
ates a selection signal CS for selecting the memory 111
to be accessed, and a bus-width indication signal gen-
erator 114 for generating bus-width indication signals
corresponding to the bit-width of the memory to be
selected by the selection signal from the address
decoder 112.
[0014] As shown in a timing chart in Fig.6, a set-up
time to define the following equation.

wherein "tcyc" is an allowable bus cycle time to
access the memory 111, "ta" is a delay time of address
signal output from the MPU 110 in synchronization with
a clock signal, "tb" is a delay time of an address signal
by the address driver 112, "tc" is a delay time of the
address decoder 113, "td" is a time to be required for
generating signals by the generator 114, and "te" is a
setting up timing of the bus-width indication signal.
[0015] Accordingly, as clearly shown in the above

t cyc - (t a + t b + t c + t d) > t e
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equation, the setting-up timing for the bus-width indica-
tion signal becomes strict and accessing timing for the
memory becomes also rigid when the operational fre-
quency such as the clock signal becomes high in order
to reduce the bus cycle time. It causes error operation in
the microprocessor system. In addition, in a case where
it is required to further reduce the bus cycle time, a high
speed operation of the microprocessor system cannot
be achieved because the output condition of the bus-
width indication signals is not satisfied.

[0016] In addition, the microprocessor having a func-
tion similar to the dynamic bus sizing function described
above is disclosed in the Japanese Patent laid open
No.3-98145.
[0017] This microprocessor is capable of dynamically
changing a bus-width corresponding to the address of a
region to be accessed. In this microprocessor signal
indicatings a bus-width are generated based on an
address decoding result like the microprocessor having
the dynamic bus sizing function because a bus-width
indication signals is generated after comparing the
decoding result of an address signal with a specified
address.
[0018] Accordingly the same problem is also caused
when the microprocessor system in which the decoding
operation and the comparing operation are executed
because it takes much time to generate bus-width indi-
cation signals.
[0019] As described above, inconveniences are intro-
duced by using the conventional method for adjusting
data-width in a microprocessor system which consists
of a microprocessor and external memories which have
different data-widths.
[0020] Accordingly, this causes memory using effi-
ciency to decrease and the specific configuration to
add, so that the configuration and the cost of the micro-
processor system become increasing.
[0021] When a microprocessor system is constructed
by using a microprocessor which is capable of changing
temporarily and fixedly a bus-width according to an
external signal, a processing function of the microproc-
essor system is decreased because external memories
in the system are not used efficiency. This is also a
problem.
[0022] On the other hand, when a microprocessor
system is constructed by using a microprocessor having
the dynamic bus sizing function or a function similar to
the dynamic bus sizing function, operational timing of
the system is strict, so that a high speed operation
becomes difficult. This is also a problem.
[0023] Reference is made to EP-A-0 417 707, which
discloses a microcomputer which facilitates access to
both a 16-bit interface and an 8-bit interface. Switching
between the 16-bit access and the 8 bit access is
accomplished by the use of first and second registers.
The registers are used to hold the address boundaries
for determining the area of the memory space for the
16-bit access and the 8-bit access.

[0024] EP-A-0 036 185 discloses a processing unit
which makes use of a bus width setting signal. The bus
width setting signal is provided from an I/O device to the
processing unit, rather than being determined by the
processing unit.

[0025] Electronic Design, vol. 33, no. 12, May 1985,
Hasbouck Heights, NJ, NY, Zoch et al,. "68020 Dynam-
ically Adjusts its Data to Match Peripheral Ports" relates
to the commercially available MC 68020 microproces-
sor.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0026] The present invention seeks to provide a micro-
processor which is capable of performing at a high
speed rate and adjusting data-width without decreasing
processing ability and increasing of a system costs
thereof and to avoid decreasing of the margin of opera-
tions caused by increasing of an operational frequency
thereof.
[0027] According to the present invention, there is pro-
vided a microprocessor having a data bus-width change
function for accessing instructions and data transferred
to/from an external device means through external bus
means consisting of a plurality of buses connected to
said microprocessor, said microprocessor comprising,
processor core means comprising an instruction fetch
unit for fetching an instruction and an execution unit for
executing an instruction, said instruction fetch unit being
arranged to generate a first control signal in order to
fetch an instruction and transmit said first control signal
to said external device means during an instruction
fetch bus cycle operation, and said execution unit being
arranged to generate a second control signal and trans-
fer said second control signal to said external device
means during a data access bus cycle operation, inter-
nal bus means having a plurality of buses, connected to
said processor core means and said external bus
means and so arranged that, in use, instructions and
data are transferred to/from said processor core means,
through said internal bus means, bus-width memory
means for storing, during initialisation, first bus-width
indication data indicating a bus-width of specified buses
which are used in said external bus means during the
instruction fetch bus cycle operation for fetching an
instruction, and for storing second bus-width indication
data indicating a bus-width of specified buses which are
used in said external bus means during the data access
bus cycle operation, bus-width change means, con-
nected between said internal bus means and said exter-
nal bus means, for changing specified buses in said
external bus means to connect specified buses in said
internal bus means which are used during said instruc-
tion fetch bus cycle operation and said data access bus
cycle operation, and bus-width change control means
connected to said processor core means and con-
nected between said bus-width change means and said
bus-width memory means, for receiving said first control
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signal, said second control signal transferred from said
processor core means, said first bus-width indication
data and said second bus-width indication data stored
in said bus-width memory means, and for generating a
signal for changing a bus-width of said external bus
means based on said first control signal, said second
control signal, said first bus-width indication data and
said second bus-width indication data in order to trans-
fer data with a specified bus-width of said external bus
means.

[0028] In this microprocessor the content of the bus-
width memory means may be re-set by said processor
core means based on a program.
[0029] Alternatively, the content of the bus-width
memory means is set with fixed data when said micro-
processor is initialised.
[0030] It is further possible for the content of the bus-
width memory means to be re-set after initialisation for
said microprocessor.
[0031] In one form of microprocessor, the microproc-
essor further comprises selection means for selecting
the first and second bus-width indication data which is
provided from external device of said microprocessor
when a re-setting signal is effective, and selecting the
first and second bus-width indication data which is
transferred from said processor core means, then said
microprocessor stores the first and second bus-width
indication data selected by said selection means to said
memory means as an initial value.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0032] These and other objects, features and advan-
tages of the invention will be apparent from the following
detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the
present invention given by way of example and as illus-
trated in the accompanying drawings of which:

Fig.1 is a configuration of a conventional microproc-
essor system in which data-widths of the micro-
processor system and external read only memory
(ROM) is different.
Fig.2 is another configuration of a conventional
microprocessor system in which data-width of the
microprocessor system and external ROM is differ-
ent.
Fig.3 is another configuration of a conventional
microprocessor system in which data-width of the
microprocessor system and external memories are
different.
Fig.4 is another configuration of a conventional
microprocessor system in which data-widths of the
microprocessor system and external memories are
different.
Fig.5 is a configuration of a conventional microproc-
essor system showing a conventional dynamic bus
sizing function.
Fig.6 is a timing chart of the microprocessor system

shown in Fig.5.

Fig.7 is a configuration of a microprocessor as a
first embodiment according to the present inven-
tion.
Fig.8 is a configuration of a microprocessor system
incorporating the microprocessor shown in Fig. 7.
Fig.9 is a configuration of a processor core section
of the microprocessor shown in Fig. 7.
Fig.10 is a configuration of a control register in the
microprocessor shown in Fig.7.
Fig.11 is a configuration of a bus state control cir-
cuit in the microprocessor shown in Fig.7.
Fig. 12 is a configuration of a bus-width indication
signal generator in the bus state control circuit
shown in Fig.11.
Fig.13 is a state transition diagram of the bus state
control circuit shown in Fig.11.
Fig.14 is a part of the configuration of the bus state
control signal generator in the bus state control cir-
cuit shown in Fig.11.
Fig.15 is a configuration of a bus change circuit in
the microprocessor show in Fig. 7.
Fig.16 is a configuration of the selector 13 in the
bus change circuit shown in Fig. 15.
Fig.17 is a configuration of the selector 14 in the
bus change circuit shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 18 is a configuration of the selector 15 in the
bus change circuit shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 19 is a configuration of the selector 16 in the
bus change circuit shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 20 is a configuration of a selector change sig-
nal generator in the bus change circuit shown in
Fig.15.
Fig. 21 is a timing chart showing a timing of a read
bus operation in the microprocessor shown in Fig.7.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0033] We will be describing below a microprocessor
having a bus-width adjusting function as preferred
embodiments of the present invention.
[0034] Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a microprocessor
as a first embodiment of the present invention.
[0035] The microprocessor is capable of selecting a
bus-width at an instruction fetch operation and an oper-
and access operation each according to a specified
bus-width which has already stored in an internal regis-
ter.
[0036] In Fig.7, a 32 bit microprocessor or MPU 1
comprises a MPU core section 2 which has a main func-
tion of the MPU 1, a control register 3 to store informa-
tion designating a bus-width, a bus state control circuit
4, an external data bus (D0 to D31), an internal data bus
(IB0 to IB31), and a bus-width change circuit 5 for per-
forming under the control of the bus state control circuit
4.
[0037] As shown in Fig.8, for example, a microproces-
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sor system is formed by using the microprocessor 1
above, a ROM of 8 bit bus-width for storing a program,
and four RAMs for temporarily storing data.

[0038] The MPU core section 2 can treat address and
data of 32 bit-width. The MPU core section 2 consists of
instruction fetch unit 201, an instruction decode unit
202, and an execution unit 203.
[0039] The instruction fetch unit 201 outputs a bus
access type signal BAT of 1 (BAT=1) that indicates
instruction fetch operation to the external ROM. Like-
wise, the execution unit 203 outputs the bus access
type signal BAT of 0 (BAT=0) to indicate operand access
operation to the external RAMs in an instruction execu-
tion operation.
[0040] The control register 3 stores data that indicates
a bus-width of the external data bus 6 to actually use for
data transfer operation. For example, the configuration
of the control register 3 is made up of 4 bit fields, as
shown in Fig.10. The fields R0 and R1 are used for indi-
cating a bus-width of the external data bus 6 during the
operand access operation. One of 8 bit bus-width, the
16 bit bus-width, and 32 bit bus-width is selected based
on the contents of the fields R0 and R1.
[0041] On the other hand, the fields R2 and R3 are
used for indicating a bus-width of the external data bus
6 during the instruction fetch operation. One of 8 bit bus-
width, the 16 bit bus-width, and 32 bit bus-width is also
selected based on the contents of the fields R2 and R3.
[0042] A bus-width indication data is input to the con-
trol register 3 from external bus-width indication signal
when a reset signal for initializing the microprocessor 1
is asserted. On the other hand, through a selector 7 dur-
ing a normal operation of the microprocessor 1, the bus-
width indication data is input to the control register 3
from the MPU core section 2 through the selector 7.
[0043] Thus, an actual bus-width of the external data
bus 6 to be accessed is set as an initial value from the
bus-width indication signal when the microprocessor 1
is initialized, then during normal operation the content of
the control register 3 may be changed by a software
program as required.
[0044] The bus state control circuit 4, consists of a
bus-width indication signal generator 11 and a bus state
control signal generator 12. The bus-width indication
signal generator 11 generates a bus-width indication
signal B8, B16, and B32 based on the contents of the
control register 3 (R0 to R3) and the bus access type
signal BAT.
[0045] The bus state control signal generator 12 gen-
erates control signals S2, S4, S6, S8, and S10 for con-
trolling the bus-width change circuit 5, an internal bus
cycle completion signal IBDC for indicating the comple-
tion of the bus cycle, and an external bus cycle start sig-
nal BS for indicating the start of the bus cycle.
[0046] The bus-width indication signal generator 11,
for example as shown in Fig.12, consists of logical gates
which have the following logic relationship shown in
Table 1.

[0047] In a case where the BAT signal designates the
operand access operation (BAT=0), the bus-width of the
external data bus 6 is selected as follows:
[0048] When the contents of R0 and R1 are all "0", the
bus-width of the external data bus 6 becomes 8 bit bus-
width and the bus-width change signal B8 becomes "1".
[0049] When the contents of R0 and R1 are "0,1", the
bus-width of the external data bus 6 becomes the 16 bit
bus-width and the bus-width change signal B16 is "1".
[0050] When the contents of R0 and R1 are "1,0", the
bus-width of the external data bus becomes the 32 bit
bus-width and the bus-width change signal B32 is "1".
[0051] On the other hand, in a case where the BAT
signal designates the instruction fetch operation
(BAT=1), the bus-width of the external data bus 6 is
selected as follows:
[0052] When the contents of R0 and R1 are all "0", the
bus-width of the external data bus 6 becomes 8 bit bus-
width and the bus-width change signal B8 becomes "1".
[0053] When the contents of R0 and R1 are "0,1", the
bus-width of the external data bus 6 becomes the 16 bit
bus-width and the bus-width change signal B16 is "1".
[0054] When the contents of R0 and R1 are "1,0", the
bus-width of the external data bus becomes the 32 bit
bus-width and the bus-width change signal B32 is "1".
[0055] The bus state control signal generator 12,, gen-
erates control signals S2, S4, S6, S8, and S10 in order
to control the bus-width change operation for the bus-
width change circuit 5 as shown in a state transition dia-
gram in Fig.13.
[0056] In the state transition diagram shown in Fig.13,
each state transits in synchronism with a rising edge of
the clock signal. A state St1 means a state in which no
bus cycle is performed. The states St2, St4, St6, St8,
and St10 indicate a waiting state in which the current
state is kept as long as the external data transfer com-
pletion signal (DC) is asserted.
[0057] In the state transition diagram of Fig.13, if the
bus-width of the external data bus 6 is set as the 32 bit

TABLE 1

BAT R0 R1 R2 R3 B8 B16 B32

0 0 0 * * 1 0 0

0 0 1 * * 0 1 0

0 1 0 * * 0 0 1

0 1 1 * * 0 0 0

1 * * 0 0 1 0 0

1 * * 0 1 0 1 0

1 * * 1 0 0 0 1

1 * * 1 1 0 0 0

"*": Don't care
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bus-width when the bus cycle starts at the state St1,
then the state St1 transits to the state St2 at the first
clock, and the state St2 transits to the state St1 at the
second clock if the data transfer completion signal DC is
asserted as the low level. If the DC is not asserted, then
the state St2 transits to itself repeatedly till the DC is
asserted at the state. In this case, 32 bit data is trans-
ferred at the timing of the state transition St2 to St1.

[0058] In a case where the bus-width of the external
data bus is set as 16 bit data-width when the bus cycle
operation starts at the state St1, then the state St1 tran-
sits to the state St2 at the first clock, the state St2 tran-
sits to the state St3 at the second clock if the DC is
asserted, the state St3 transits to the state St4 at the
third clock, and the state St4 transits to the state St1 at
the fourth clock if the DC is asserted. If the DC is not
asserted at the state St2 or St4, then the state transits
to itself repeatedly till the DC is asserted at the state. In
this case, each 16 bit data is transferred at the timing of
state transition St2 to St3 and St4 to St1. Thereby the
entire 32 bit data is transferred completely by 16 bit data
each in two external bus cycles.
[0059] In a case where the bus-width of the external
data bus is set as 8 bit data-width when the bus cycle
operation starts at the state St1, then the state transition
is St1-->St2-->St5-->St6-->St7-->St8-->St9-->St10--
>St1.
[0060] If the DC is not asserted at the state St2, St6,
St8, or St10, then the state transition to itself repeatedly
till the DC is asserted at the state. In this case, each 8
bit data is transferred at the timing of state transition St2
to St5, St6 to St7, St8 to St9, and St10 to St1. Thereby
the entire 32 bit data is transferred completely by 8 bit
data each in four external bus cycles.
[0061] In the bus state control signal generator 12, the
external bus cycle start signal (BS) and the internal bus
data transfer completion signal (IBDC) are generated by
the logic gates as shown in Fig.14.
[0062] As shown in Fig.15, the bus-width change cir-
cuit 5 consists of selectors 13 to 16 and a selector
change control signal generator 17. The bus-width
change circuit 5 is connected to the internal data bus 8
through a memory data register (MDR) 9.
[0063] By the selectors 13 to 16 the internal data bus
8 is connected to the external data bus 6 every 8 bits.
The selectors 13 to 16 has a configuration shown in
Figs.16 to 19, for example.
[0064] As shown in Fig.16, the selector 13 connects
the external data bus 6 including D0 to D7 with the inter-
nal data bus 8 of IBDB0 to IBDB7 even if one of 32 bit
bus-width, 16 bit bus-width, and 8 bit bus-width is
selected based on selector change signals S2R, S2W.
[0065] The selector 13 transfers data read from the
external memories through from external data bus of D0
to D7 to the internal data bus of IBDB0 to IBDB7 when
the selector change signal S2R is asserted, and when
the selector change signal S2W is asserted data read
out from the MPU core section 2 is transferred through

from the internal data bus of IBDB0 to IBDB7 to the
external data bus of D0 to D7.

[0066] By the way, when the selector change signal
including the character "R", for example S2R is
asserted to the selector 13 to 16, data read out from the
external memory is transferred to the MPU core section
2 through from the external data bus 6 to the internal
data bus 8.
[0067] On the other hand, when the selector change
signal including the character "W", for example S2W is
asserted to the selector 13 to 16, data read out from the
MPU core section 2 is transferred from the internal data
bus 6 to the external data bus 8.
[0068] The selector 14, as shown in Fig.17, connects
the external data bus of D8 to D15 with the internal data
bus of IBDB8 to IBDB15 when the bus-width of the
external data bus 6 is selected as the 32 bit bus-width.
[0069] The selector 14 connects the external data bus
of D0 to D7 with the internal data bus of IBDB8 to
IBDB15 when the bus-width of the external data bus 6 is
selected as the 8 bit bus-width.
[0070] The selector 15, as shown in Fig.18, connects
the external data bus of D16 to D23 with the internal
data bus of IBDB16 to IBDB23 when the bus-width of
the external data bus 6 is selected as the 32 bit bus-
width. The selector 15 connects the external data bus of
D0 to D7 with the internal data bus of IBDB16 to IBDB23
when the bus-width of the external data bus 6 is
selected as the 16 bit or 8 bit bus-width.
[0071] The selector 16, as shown in Fig.19, connects
the external data bus of D24 to D31 with the internal
data bus of IBDB24 to IBDB31 in the buffer transfer
state when the bus-width of the external data bus 6 is
selected as the 32 bit bus-width. The selector 16 con-
nects the external data bus of D8 to D15 with the inter-
nal data bus of IBDB24 to IBDB31 when the bus-width
of the external data bus 6 is selected as the 16 bit bus-
width. further, the selector 16 connects the external
data bus of D0 to D8 with the internal data bus of
IBDB24 to IBDB31 when the bus-width of the external
data bus 6 is selected as the bit bus-width.
[0072] The selector change signal generator 17 gen-
erates selector change control signals S2R, S2W, S4R,
S4W, S6R, S6W, S8R, S8W, S10R, and S10W for con-
trolling the selector change operation for the selectors
13 to 16 shown in Figs.16 to 19. This selector change
signal generator 17 is made up of the logic gates shown
in Fig.20.
[0073] Fig.21 is a timing chart of the bus cycles of the
microprocessor system having the configuration
described above.
[0074] First of all, the starting of the bus cycle, the
instruction fetch unit 201 or the execution unit 203 in the
MPU core section 2 requires the instruction fetch oper-
ation or the data access operation, then the bus access
type signal BAT is transferred from the MPU core sec-
tion 2 to the bus-width indication control generator 11 in
the bus state control circuit 4, the bus-width indication
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signals B8, B16, and B32 are generated based on the
bus-width designating data stored in the control register
3.

[0075] For example, the data-width of the external
data bus 6 is set as the 32 bit data-width in order to read
32 bit data of A to D from the external memory into the
MPU 1, as shown in Fig.21, the internal bus cycle and
the external bus cycle for the read operation of the
external data is started when the IBBS signal and the
BS signal are in the low level. Then, when the state St1
transits to the state St2, data of A to D on the external
data bus 6 read-out from the external memory is latched
in the memory data register 9 without changing the bus-
width of the external data bus 6. This data of A to D in
the memory data register 9 is then transferred to the
MPU core section 2 through the internal data bus 8.
[0076] Next, the data-width of the external data bus 6
is set as the 16 bit data-width in order to read 32 bit data
of E to H from the external memory into the MPU 1, as
shown in Fig.21, the internal bus cycle and the external
bus cycle for the read operation of the external data is
started when the IBBS signal and the BS signal are in
the low level. First, E and F (16 bit data) are latched in
the lower order 16 bit side of the memory data register
9 through the external data bus D0 to D15 and the bus
change circuit 4 in the first external bus cycle. Thereby,
the first external bus cycle is completed, then in the fol-
lowing bus cycle, G and H (16 bit data) are latched in the
higher order 16 bit side of the memory data register 9
through the external data bus D0 to D15 and the bus
change circuit 4 in which the bus is changed based on
the selector change control signal from the selector
change control signal generator 17.
[0077] Thereby, the 32 bit data of E to H is provided to
the MPU core section 2 after 4 clocks later from the
starting of bus cycle.
[0078] On the other hand, the data-width of the exter-
nal data bus 6 is set as the 8 bit data-width in order to
read 32 bit data from the external memory into the MPU
core section 2, the external data bus 6 and the internal
data bus 8 are switched sequentially every 8 bit data
transfer for the 32 bit data by the bus change circuit 5 in
four by cycles. In this case each 8 bit data in the 32 bit
data is transferred sequentially.
[0079] Thus, in the data transfer operation between
the MPU 1 and the external memory in the embodiment
described above according to the present invention, it is
detected what kind of bus cycle which will be accessed
before a bus cycle starts in accordance with a bus
access type signal. Accordingly, the bus-width of the
external data bus is determined before the bus cycle
starts.
[0080] Thereby, when comparing with the conven-
tional method described in the prior art section in which
a bus-width is determined by an address signal, with
which an external memory is accessed, the method
involved has adequate setting-up timing to the bus-
width indication signal. Accordingly, a bus cycle can be

executed without operation errors in a case even if the
operation frequency becomes high. Therefore the
present invention can provide a microprocessor which is
capable of performing at a high speed operation.

[0081] This invention is not limited to the embodiment
described above. Several modifications within the scope
of the present invention as defined by the appended
claims can be available.
[0082] For example, the field configuration of the con-
trol register 3 and the configuration of the internal cir-
cuits formed in the microprocessor 1 can be changed to
another configurations. In the field configuration, R0
and R1 registers shown in Fig.10, for the operand data
access operation in the control register 3, the operand
data field can be further divided into read-out operation
and writing operation.
[0083] Moreover, although the initial value of the con-
trol register 3 is set by input of an external signal when
the re-setting operation is performed in the embodiment
described above, there is another method that fixed
data values are used, for example 32 bits data for oper-
and access and 8 bit data for instruction fetch access.
Further, this fixed values can be also changed after set-
ting the fixed data values.
[0084] On the other hand, without incorporating of the
control register 3 in the MPU 1, each of the data transfer
width for instruction fetch operation and the data trans-
fer width for operand access operation may be indicated
independently by using external signals. It may be real-
ized by indicating it from external of the MPU 1 instead
of input signals R0 to R3 to the control register 3.
[0085] We will summarise the features and effects of
the microprocessor described above. By using the
microprocessor disclosed herein, a device having a
special configuration for changing the bus-width of the
external bus is not required because the bus-width of
external bus is changed dynamically according to the
data-width of external memories.
[0086] Therefore the reduction of processing ability of
a conventional microprocessor caused by inefficiently
using external data bus can be prevented.
[0087] In addition, before instruction fetch operation or
data access operation starts the bus-width of an exter-
nal data bus to be accessed is determined, so that the
time for setting the bus-width of the external data bus
during a bus cycle is not required. It can be caused to
execute the bus cycle in adequate operation margin.
Thereby it can be realised to reduce the time of the bus
cycle in order to perform a high speed operation.

Claims

1. A microprocessor having a data bus-width change
function for accessing instructions and data trans-
ferred to/from an external device means through
external bus means consisting of a plurality of
buses connected to said microprocessor, said
microprocessor comprising:
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processor core means (2) comprising an
instruction fetch unit (201) for fetching an
instruction and an execution unit (203) for exe-
cuting an instruction, said instruction fetch unit
(201) being arranged to generate a first control
signal in order to fetch an instruction and trans-
mit said first control signal to said external
device means during an instruction fetch bus
cycle operation, and said execution unit (203)
being arranged to generate a second control
signal and transfer said second control signal
to said external device means during a data
access bus cycle operation:

internal bus means (IBD0-IBD31) having a plu-
rality of buses, connected to said processor
core means (2) and said external bus means
and so arranged that, in use, instructions and
data are transferred to/from said processor
core means, through said internal bus means;
bus-width memory means (3) for storing, dur-
ing initialisation, first bus-width indication data
indicating a bus-width of specified buses which
are used in said external bus means (D0-D31)
during the instruction fetch bus cycle operation
for fetching an instruction, and for storing sec-
ond bus-width indication data indicating a bus-
width of specified buses which are used in said
external bus means during the data access bus
cycle operation;
bus-width change means (5), connected
between said internal bus means and said
external bus means, for changing specified
buses in said external bus means to connect
specified buses in said internal bus means
which are used during said instruction fetch
bus cycle operation and said data access bus
cycle operation; and
bus-width change control means (4) connected
to said processor core means (2) and con-
nected between said bus-width change means
(5) and said bus-width memory means (3), for
receiving said first control signal, said second
control signal transferred from said processor
core means (2), said first bus-width indication
data and said second bus-width indication data
stored in said bus-width memory means (3),
and for generating a signal for changing a bus-
width of said external bus means (D0-D31)
based on said first control signal, said second
control signal, said first bus-width indication
data and said second bus-width indication data
in order to transfer data with a specified bus-
width of said external bus means (D0-D31).

2. A microprocessor according to claim 1, wherein the
processor core means (2) is arranged to re-set the
content of said bus-width memory means (3) based
on a program.

3. A microprocessor according to claim 1, wherein
said bus-width memory means (3) is arranged to
have its content set with fixed data when said
microprocessor is initialised.

4. A microprocessor according to claim 1, wherein
said bus-width memory means (3) is arranged to
have its content set with fixed data when said
microprocessor is initialised, and said bus-width
memory means (3) is arranged to be re-set after ini-
tialisation for said processor core means (2) based
on a program.

5. A microprocessor according to claim 4, wherein
said microprocessor further comprises selection
means for selecting the first and second bus-width
indication data which is provided, in use, from an
external device of said microprocessor when a re-
setting signal is effective, and for selecting the first
and second bus-width indication data which is
transferred, in use, from said processor core
means, said microprocessor stores the first and
second bus-width - indication data selected by said
selection means to said memory means.

Patentansprüche

1. Mikroprozessor, welcher eine Datenbusbreite-Ver-
änderungsfunktion hat, um auf Anweisungen und
Daten zuzugreifen, die von einer bzw. an eine
äußere Vorrichtung übertragen werden durch eine
äußere Buseinrichtung, die aus einer Vielzahl von
Bussen besteht, die mit dem Mikroprozessor ver-
bunden sind, wobei der Mikroprozessor umfaßt:

eine Prozessorkerneinrichtung (2), welche eine
Anweisungsholeinheit (201) umfaßt, um eine
Anweisung zu holen, und eine Ausführungsein-
heit (203) zur Ausführung einer Anweisung,
wobei die Anweisungsholeinheit (201) ange-
ordnet ist, um ein erstes Steuersignal zu erzeu-
gen, um eine Anweisung zu holen und das
erste Steuersignal an die externe Vorrichtung
während eines Anweisungholens-Buszyklus-
vorgangs überträgt, und die Ausführungsein-
heit (203) angeordnet ist, ein zweites
Steuersignal zu erzeugen und das zweite Steu-
ersignal an die externe Vorrichtung während
eines Datenzugriff-Buszyklusvorgangs zu
übertragen;

eine interne Buseinrichtung (IBD 0 - IBD 31),
welche eine Vielzahl von Bussen hat, die mit
der Prozessorkerneinrichtung (2) und der
äußeren Buseinrichtung verbunden sind, und
so angeordnet sind, daß im Betrieb Anweisun-
gen und Daten zu/aus der Prozessorkernein-
richtung durch die innere Buseinrichtung
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übertragen werden;

eine Busbreiten-Speichereinrichtung (3), um
während der Initialisierung erste Busbreiten-
Angabedaten zu speichern, welche eine Bus-
breite von spezifizierten Bussen angeben, die
in der äußeren Buseinrichtung (D 0 - D 31)
während des Anweisungholen-Buszyklusvor-
gangs zum Holen einer Anweisung verwendet
werden, und um zweite Busbreiten-Angabeda-
ten zu speichern, welche eine Busbreite für
spezifizierte Busse angeben, die in der exter-
nen Buseinrichtung während des Datenzugriff-
Buszyklusvorganges verwendet werden;

eine Busbreiten-Veränderungseinrichtung (5),
die zwischen der inneren Buseinrichtung und
der äußeren Buseinrichtung angeschlossen
ist, um die spezifizierten Busse in der äußeren
Buseinrichtung zu verändern, um spezifizierte
Busse in der inneren Buseinrichtung zu verbin-
den, welche während des Anweisungholen-
Buszyklusvorgangs und des Datenzugriff-Bus-
zyklusvorgangs verwendet werden; und

eine Busbreitenveränderung-Steuereinrich-
tung (4), welche mit der Prozessorkerneinrich-
tung (2) verbunden ist, und zwischen der
Busbreiten-Veränderungseinrichtung (5) und
der Busbreiten-Speichereinrichtung (3) ange-
schlossen ist, um das erste Steuersignal, das
aus der Prozessorkerneinrichtung (2) übertra-
gene zweite Steuersignal, die ersten Bus-
breite-Angabedaten und die in der Busbreiten-
Speichereinrichtung (3) gespeicherten zweiten
Busbreiten-Angabedaten zu empfangen, und
um ein Signal zu erzeugen, zur Veränderung
einer Busbreite der äußeren Buseinrichtung (D
0 - D 31) auf der Grundlage des ersten Steuer-
signals, des zweiten Steuersignals, der ersten
Busbreiten-Angabedaten und der zweiten Bus-
breite-Angabedaten, um Daten mit einer spezi-
fizierten Busbreite der äußeren Buseinrichtung
(D 0 - D 31) zu übertragen.

2. Mikroprozessor nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Pro-
zessorkerneinrichtung (2) angeordnet ist, den
Inhalt der Busbreiten-Speichereinrichtung (3) auf
der Grundlage eines Programmes zurückzusetzen.

3. Mikroprozessor nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bus-
breiten-Speichereinrichtung (3) so angeordnet ist,
daß ihr Inhalt mit festen Daten besetzt wird, wenn
der Mikroprozessor initialisiert wird.

4. Mikroprozessor nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bus-
breiten-Speichereinrichtung (3) so angeordnet ist,
daß ihr Inhalt mit festen Daten besetzt wird, wenn

der Mikroprozessor initialisiert wird, und die Bus-
breiten-Speichereinrichtung (3) angeordnet ist,
nach der Initialisierung für die Prozessorkernein-
richtung (2) auf der Grundlage eines Programmes
zurückgesetzt zu werden.

5. Mikroprozessor nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Mikro-
prozessor ferner eine Auswahleinrichtung umfaßt,
um die ersten und zweiten Busbreiten-Angabeda-
ten auszuwählen, welche im Betrieb bereitgestellt
werden von einer äußeren Vorrichtung des Mikro-
prozessors, wenn ein Rücksetzsignal wirksam ist,
und zur Auswahl der ersten und zweiten Busbrei-
ten-Angabedaten, welche im Betrieb von der Pro-
zessorkerneinrichtung übertragen werden, wobei
der Mikroprozessor die ersten und zweiten Busbrei-
ten-Angabedaten, die von der Auswahleinrichtung
ausgewählt wurden, in der Speichereinrichtung
speichert.

Revendications

1. Microprocesseur comportant une fonction de chan-
gement de largeur de bus de données pour accé-
der à des instructions et à des données transférées
vers un moyen de dispositif externe et à partir de
celui-ci par l'intermédiaire d'un moyen de bus
externe qui est constitué d'une pluralité de bus con-
nectés audit microprocesseur, ledit microproces-
seur comprenant :

un moyen de processeur central (2) compre-
nant une unité de lecture d'instruction (201)
pour lire une instruction et une unité d'exécu-
tion (203) pour exécuter une instruction, ladite
unité de lecture d'instruction (201) étant con-
çue pour générer un premier signal de com-
mande afin de lire une instruction et pour
transmettre ledit premier signal de commande
audit moyen de dispositif externe pendant une
opération de cycle de bus de lecture d'instruc-
tion et ladite unité d'exécution (203) étant con-
çue pour générer un second signal de
commande et pour transférer ledit second
signal de commande audit moyen de dispositif
externe pendant une opération de cycle de bus
d'accès aux données :
un moyen de bus interne (IBD0-IBD31) com-
portant une pluralité de bus connectés audit
moyen de processeur central (2) et audit
moyen de bus externe et conçu de sorte que,
en utilisation, les instructions et les données
sont transférées vers le moyen de processeur
central ou à partir de celui-ci par l'intermédiaire
dudit moyen de bus interne ;
un moyen de mémoire de largeur de bus (3)
pour mémoriser, pendant l'initialisation, des
données d'indication de première largeur de
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bus indiquant une largeur de bus des bus spé-
cifiés qui sont utilisés dans ledit moyen de bus
externe (D0-D31) pendant l'opération de cycle
de bus de lecture d'instruction pour lire une ins-
truction et pour mémoriser des données d'indi-
cation de seconde largeur de bus indiquant
une largeur de bus des bus spécifiés qui sont
utilisés dans ledit moyen de bus externe pen-
dant l'opération de cycle de bus d'accès aux
données ;

un moyen de changement de largeur de bus
(5), connecté entre ledit moyen de bus interne
et ledit moyen de bus externe, pour changer les
bus spécifiés dans ledit moyen de bus externe
pour connecter les bus spécifiés dans ledit
moyen de bus interne qui sont utilisés pendant
ladite opération de cycle de bus de lecture
d'instruction et pendant ladite opération de
cycle de bus d'accès aux données ; et
un moyen de commande de changement de
largeur de bus (4) connecté audit moyen de
processeur central (2) et connecté entre ledit
moyen de changement de largeur de bus (5) et
ledit moyen de mémoire de largeur de bus (3),
pour recevoir ledit premier signal de com-
mande, ledit second signal de commande
transféré à partir dudit moyen de processeur
central (2), lesdites données d'indication de
première largeur de bus et lesdites données
d'indication de seconde largeur de bus mémo-
risées dans ledit moyen de mémoire de largeur
de bus (3) et pour générer un signal pour chan-
ger une largeur de bus dudit moyen de bus
externe (D0-D31) sur la base dudit premier
signal de commande, dudit second signal de
commande, desdites données d'indication de
première largeur de bus et desdites données
d'indication de seconde largeur de bus afin de
transférer les données à une largeur de bus
spécifiée dudit moyen de bus externe (D0-
D31).

2. Microprocesseur selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit moyen de processeur central (2) est
conçu pour réinitialiser le contenu dudit moyen de
mémoire de largeur de bus (3) sur la base d'un pro-
gramme.

3. Microprocesseur selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit moyen de mémoire de largeur de bus
(3) est conçu pour avoir ses contenus établis avec
des données fixées lorsque ledit microprocesseur
est initialisé.

4. Microprocesseur selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit moyen de mémoire de largeur de bus
(3) est conçu pour avoir ses contenus établis avec
des données fixées lorsque ledit microprocesseur

est initialisé et ledit moyen de mémoire de largeur
de bus (3) est conçu pour être réinitialisé après ini-
tialisation pour ledit moyen de processeur central
(2) sur la base d'un programme.

5. Microprocesseur selon la revendication 4, dans
lequel ledit microprocesseur comprend en outre un
moyen de sélection pour sélectionner les données
d'indication de première et seconde largeurs de bus
qui sont délivrées, en utilisation, à partir d'un dispo-
sitif externe dudit microprocesseur lorsqu'un signal
de réinitialisation est effectif, et pour sélectionner
les données d'indication de première et seconde
largeurs de bus qui sont transférées, en utilisation,
à partir dudit moyen de processeur central, ledit
microprocesseur mémorise les données d'indica-
tion de première et seconde largeurs de bus par
ledit moyen de sélection dans ledit moyen de
mémoire.
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